Maintenance Notes
We are pleased you have decided to have a Pacelite marble finish
for your swimming pool. The material is made from a unique
blend of marble, white cement, integral water-proofer and coloured
pigments.
This provides a very strong mix and stable colour which will enable your pool to provide you with many
years of pleasure and enjoyment.
To enable you to protect this finish it is very important that the chemical balance
of the water is regularly checked and if the pool is outdoors we suggest the fitting
of a winter debris cover and a thermal blanket. These membranes should prevent
leaves, grass cuttings and other vegetative matter entering the pool and creating
a risk of staining the pacelite Marble finish if left for periods of time (the thermal
blanket could also extend the season and reduce your energy costs).
If you have a pool company or technician looking after the chemical control of
your pool water the daily ph. readings should be 7.4 - 7.8. A monthly test
should be carried out for calcium hardness (add calcium carbonate flakes if
low) or alkalinity (add sodium bicarbonate if low). If you do not have this
service we suggest that you consult your local pool company for any further
advice on pool chemical control or supplies.
You may wish to wash down the internal surfaces of the pool seasonally or in springtime for an
outdoor pool. If you use a mild detergent and soft brushes or brooms you should not damage the
Pacelite Marble. However, if you have any questions or queries we suggest you contact your local pool
company or telephone our customer services department on 01666 503466
By maintaining the right balance of chemicals and alkalinity the Pacelite finish will give
you many years of trouble-free use.
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